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Asia

Zone

MIDDLE EAST& NORTH AFRICA; WEST ASIA; SOUTH ASIA; NORTH ASIA;
EAST ASIA

SOUTH EAST ASIA:
The First Quarter 2019 Social Weather Survey, fielded over March 28-31, 2019, found 44% of
adult Filipinos assessing their life in general as Very Happy. (Click for Details)
(Phillipines) To the question, “If you were to consider your life in general these days, how happy or unhappy
would you say you are on the whole?, 44% answered very happy, 49% said fairly happy, 7% said not very
happy and 1% said not at all. The 44% Very Happy is a 5-point increase from the 39% in December 2018.
Prior to this, it had been declining for two consecutive quarters since the record-high 57% in December 2017.
(SWS)
Jun 03, 2019
589-590-01

4.4 Society » Civil Society

Stakes High for Armenia's New Government (Click for Details)
(Armenia) After peaceful protests led to the ouster of longtime leader Serzh Sargsyan, Armenians' confidence
in their new national government skyrocketed to a record-high 67%. Throughout Sargsyan's tenure,
confidence never ventured higher than the 46% reading during his first year as president. While a sizable 41%
of Armenians still see widespread corruption in their government, this perception is at the lowest level in
Gallup's historical trend. (Gallup USA)
May 31, 2019
589-590-02

1.5 Domestic Politics » National Image/ Trust

MIDDLE EAST & NORTH AFRICA:
589-590-03 More
(Click for Details)

than half of UAE residents are taking steps to beat air pollution

(UAE) More than half of UAE residents (57%) are taking active measures to reduce
air pollution, with a quarter (26%) claiming to do it regularly and almost a third (31%)
doing it sometimes when they remember, YouGov’s new survey reveals. Conserving
electricity, setting the air-conditioner at a higher temperature and recycling or reusing
products are some of the top measures taken. (YouGov MENA)
June 3, 2019
4.14 Society » Environment/ Disasters
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589-590-04 Majority of UAE residents think their smart device is spying on them (Click for Details)
(UAE) Research into how people feel about technology reveals that many also have
concerns about data privacy Half of the people in the UAE think that their smart devices
are spying on their lives, new YouGov research reveals. A majority (55%) of residents
believe that their devices record personal information without their knowledge. The
results show that men are more likely than women to think like that (58% vs 50%).
(YouGov MENA)
May 27, 2019
4.6 Society » Media/ New Media

Africa

Zone

 WEST AFRICA; EAST AFRICA; CENTRAL AFRICA;
SOUTHERN AFRICA
AFRICA
World No Tobacco Day Poll (Click for Details)
(Nigeria) NOIPolls joins the world in commemoration World No Tobacco Day
(WNTD) which is observed annually on the 31st of May. The poll which was
conducted in October 2016 highlighted perception of Nigerians concerning the
prevalence of tobacco consumption, its harmful effects as well as the level of
support for the implementation of Government’s policies on tobacco consumption.
The poll results revealed that there is high prevalence (94 percent) of tobacco consumption in Nigeria
however, 22 percent disclosed that they consume tobacco. (NOI Polls)
May 28, 2019

589-590-05

4.11 Society » Health

Euro Americas

Zone

 EAST EUROPE, WEST EUROPE; NORTH AMERICA; LATIN AMERICA
& AUSTRALASIA
WEST EUROPE
Voting Intention: Brex 26%, Lab 20%, Lib Dem 20%, Con 18% (5-6 June) (Click for Details)
(UK) The Brexit Party takes the lead for the first time in our latest YouGov/Times Westminster voting
intention survey, on 26% of the vote. Labour and the Liberal Democrats are in joint second place on 20%
apiece, with the Conservatives in fourth place on 18%. Elsewhere, the Green party are on 9% while UKIP take
589-590-06
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1% and Change UK, who lost half of their MPs this week, a statistical 0%. Votes for all other parties stand at
5%. (YouGov)
June 07, 2019
1.4 Domestic Politics » Political Parties

When, exactly, were the “good old days”? (Click for Details)
A common topic for polling is whether life was better at a certain point in the past: the 50s, the 60s, the 70s...
These surveys invariably find that many believe in the concept of “the good old days”. Our data reveals that
between 31% and 41% of Britons believe that life was better in every past decade from the 2000s all the way
back to the 60s than it is now. This figure then drops to just 16% for the 1950s, and again to only 4% for the
1940s. It then remains at about this level for all older decades, as well as the 19th, 18th and 17th centuries.
(YouGov)
June 06, 2019
589-590-07

4.7 Society » Morality, Values & Customs / Lifestyle

Britons admit half of their items do not 'spark joy' (Click for Details)
(UK) Tidying expert Marie Kondo advocates that we get rid of any possessions which
don’t “spark joy” - but research shows that Britons would be getting rid of half of our
clothes and a third of our books. Half (47%) of Britons say they'd get rid of at least half
of their clothing, with only a marginal difference between men and women. One in five
(22%) would get rid of more than half. One in eight (12%) would keep every item of
clothing they own. A third of Britons (35%) would remove at least half of their books – rising to half (47%) of
18 to 24 year olds. (YouGov)
June 07, 2019
589-590-08

4.7 Society » Morality, Values & Customs / Lifestyle

Concern for the environment at record highs (Click for Details)
(UK) YouGov data reveals that the public is more concerned about the environment than ever before. A
quarter (27%) of Britons now cite the environment in their top three issues facing the country, putting it
behind only Brexit (67%) and health (32%). Among young Britons concern is higher still, with fully 45% of
18-24 year olds saying environmental issues are one of the nation’s most pressing concerns, making it their
second biggest concern behind Brexit (57%). (YouGov)
June 05, 2019
589-590-09

4.14 Society » Environment/ Disasters

No, the British working class do not like Donald Trump (Click for Details)
(UK) According to YouGov Ratings data, while 25% of working class people have a
positive view of Donald Trump, so too do 20% of middle class people. And fully 62%
of Britain’s working class have a negative view of the US President, compared to 67% of
the middle class. Trump stands at only 23%, and falls to 19% among the working class
who voted Labour in 2017. (YouGov)
June 04, 2019
589-590-10

2.6 Foreign Affairs & Security » US image
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589-590-11 Lib Dems lead the polls as they start to become “the party of the 48%” (Click for Details)
(UK) After an impressive performance in last week’s European Parliament elections, our latest polling for The
Times has the Liberal Democrats in first place on 24%, marginally ahead of the second-placed Brexit Party on
22%. Meanwhile the Conservatives and Labour are in joint third on 19%. While taking the top spot is no mean
feat for a minor party, it must nevertheless be noted that the Lib Dems are still on less than a quarter of the
vote, and their lead above the other three parties is not much beyond the margin of error. (YouGov)
May 31, 2019
1.4 Domestic Politics » Political Parties

If everyone revealed how they voted last week Labour would have to kick out four in ten
members (Click for Details)
(UK) New polling shows that 41% of Labour party members voted for a different party last week, whilst a
staggering 67% of Conservative party members backed another party. Former Labour spin doctor Alastair
Campbell was kicked out of the Labour party for admitting he voted Liberal Democrat in last week’s
European Parliament elections. In total, 41% of Labour members voted for a party other than Labour in last
week’s European election, with 19% casting their ballot for the Greens, and a further 15% joined Alastair
Campbell in backing the Liberal Democrats. Another 7% voted for a different party, while 10% did not vote at
all. (YouGov)
May 30, 2019
589-590-12

1.1 Domestic Politics » Elections

English cricket fans suffer fair-play crisis of confidence (Click for Details)
(UK) Ahead of this week’s Cricket World Cup, English cricket fans have been
revealed as among the least likely in the world to believe their national team upholds
the highest standards of fair play. In a poll of more than 6,500 people across the world,
English cricket, long-considered to be the home of sporting ethics, no longer maintains
the complete confidence of fans – with less than a third of those polled believing that
the England side leads the world in playing fair. (YouGov)
May 30, 2019
589-590-13

4.15 Society » Sports

Consumer confidence maintains 2019 high after tumultuous month in Parliament (Click for Details)
(UK) Consumer confidence has maintained last month’s 2019 high of 105.5, with the outlook for household
finances and house values improving the most. Job security and business activity, however, have suffered
over the past month, with job security falling 3.8 points to 90.1 and business activity 1.5 points to
108.1. (YouGov)
589-590-14

May 30, 2019
3.1 Economy » Perceptions on Performance/ Well-Being
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589-590-15 Pret swallows up Eat’s stores in vegetarian push (Click for Details)
(UK) High street lunchtime staple Pret a Manger recently announced that they will be
purchasing one of their main competitors, Eat and plan to convert existing shops into
Pret’s vegetarian spin off, ‘Veggie Pret’, in response to growing consumer demand for
vegetarian and vegan options. Diets that exclude meat and animal-based products are
now commonplace among the population, with 3% of the population currently
classing their diet as vegetarian and 1% as vegan according data from a recent YouGov report. (YouGov)
May 29, 2019
3.8 Economy » Enterprise/ Investments

Britons tend to support Trump state visit (Click for Details)
(UK) More Brits support than oppose the US President’s upcoming visit, but increasingly believe ministers
should distance themselves from the controversial politician. As with Trump’s 2018 working visit, many
Britons have objected to his arrival because they disagree with his politics or policies. Nevertheless, YouGov
data reveals that Britons tend to think the trip should go ahead, by 46% to 40%. (YouGov)
May 28, 2019
589-590-16

2.6 Foreign Affairs & Security » US image

In Western Europe, most people back church-state separation even while many willingly pay
church tax (Click for Details)
Public support for the separation of church and state is widespread in Western
Europe, even in countries that have a government-mandated church tax to fund
religious institutions. Majorities of adults in six countries with a mandatory church tax
for members of major religious groups – Austria, Denmark, Finland, Germany,
Sweden and Switzerland – agree with the statement “religion should be kept separate
from government policies,” rather than favoring the alternate position that “government should promote
religious values and beliefs in the country.” (PEW)
May 28, 2019
589-590-17

4.1 Society » Religion

NORTH AMERICA
589-590-18 Many
Details)

Americans Say Made-Up News Is a Critical Problem That Needs To Be Fixed

(Click for

(USA) Many Americans say the creation and spread of made-up news and information is causing significant
harm to the nation and needs to be stopped. More Americans view made-up news as a very big problem for
the country than identify terrorism, illegal immigration, racism and sexism that way. Additionally, nearly
seven-in-ten U.S. adults (68%) say made-up news and information greatly impacts Americans’ confidence in
government institutions, and roughly half (54%) say it is having a major impact on our confidence in each
other. (PEW)
June 5, 2019
4.6 Society » Media/ New Media
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A majority of Americans think abortion will still be legal in 30 years, but with some restrictions

589-590-19
(Click for Details)

(USA) The recent passage of several highly restrictive abortion bills in Alabama,
Georgia, Ohio and Missouri has led to increased speculation about the future of abortion
access in the United States. When asked about the future of abortion last December –
before these states acted – about three-in-four Americans said that, in 2050, abortion will
either be legal but with some restrictions (55%) or legal with no restrictions (22%).
(PEW)
June 4, 2019
4.13 Society » Social Problems
589-590-20 Digital

gap between rural and nonrural America persists (Click for Details)
(USA) Roughly two-thirds of rural Americans (63%) say they have a broadband internet connection at home,
up from about a third (35%) in 2007, according to a Pew Research Center survey conducted in early 2019.
Rural Americans are now 12 percentage points less likely than Americans overall to have home broadband; in
2007, there was a 16-point gap between rural Americans (35%) and all U.S. adults (51%) on this question.
(PEW)
May 31, 2019
4.4 Society » Civil Society
589-590-21 Trump's Job Approval Trending Back Down, Now 40% (Click for Details)
(USA) After rising to 46% in April, President Donald Trump's job approval rating skidded in May,
first dipping to 42% and now to 40%. His latest rating, from a May 15-30 Gallup poll, is similar to the 39% he
received in March and matches his average since taking office. (Gallup USA)
June 5, 2019
Politics » Performance Ratings

Education Linked to Future Optimism in Fragile Communities (Click for Details)
(USA) Residents of America's fragile communities -- defined as areas with concentrated
poverty and limited access to opportunity -- are split on whether all children have
access to high-quality public schools. About one-third of residents of America's fragile
communities agree or strongly agree (35%) all children in their area have access to high
quality public schools; nearly as many, 33%, disagree or strongly disagree. The remaining 32% are neutral on
the question or have no opinion. (Gallup USA)
June 3, 2019
589-590-22

4.10 Society » Education

Americans Say U.S. Moral Values Not Good and Getting Worse (Click for Details)
(USA) Americans continue to rate U.S. moral values negatively, on balance, and overwhelmingly agree that
they are getting worse. A 47% plurality of Americans currently rate U.S. moral values as "poor," 36% as "only
589-590-23
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fair" and 17% as "excellent" or "good." Since 2002, no more than 23% of Americans have held a positive
view of moral values; the highest negative rating was 49% last year. (Gallup USA)
May 31, 2019
4.7 Society » Morality, Values & Customs / Lifestyle

Trump Character Ratings Improved, but Still a Weakness (Click for Details)
(USA) More Americans today (40%) than two years ago (33%) believe President Donald Trump has the
personality and leadership qualities a president should have, although that still represents a minority of the
public. In contrast, roughly six in 10 Americans thought George W. Bush and Barack Obama had the right
presidential characteristics at a similar point in their presidencies. (Gallup USA)
May 28, 2019
589-590-24

1.2 Domestic Politics » Performance Ratings

Birth Control Still Tops List of Morally Acceptable Issues (Click for Details)
(USA) Using birth control, drinking alcohol and getting a divorce remain the most
broadly accepted personal moral behaviors in the United States, out of a list of 21
measured in Gallup's annual Values and Beliefs poll. Conversely, extramarital affairs,
cloning humans, suicide and polygamy are viewed most broadly by Americans as
morally wrong behaviors. (Gallup USA)
May 29, 2019
589-590-25

4.7 Society » Morality, Values & Customs / Lifestyle

Healthcare Costs Top Financial Problem for U.S. Families (Click for Details)
(USA) Americans are more likely to name healthcare costs than any other issue when
asked to say what is the most important financial problem facing their family.
Seventeen percent name healthcare, followed by lack of money or low wages, named
by 11%. A year ago, those two issues and personal debt essentially tied for first;
healthcare was also the clear leader in 2017. (Gallup USA)
May 30, 2019
589-590-26

4.11 Society » Health

Low Trust in Police Complicates Crime Problem in Chicago (Click for Details)
(USA) Reflecting widespread concern among Chicago residents about crime, 68% of
adults living in Chicago's low-income neighborhoods -- called "fragile communities"
in a new report from Gallup and the Center for Advancing Opportunity(CAO) -- say
they would like the police to spend more time than they currently do in their area. That
compares with 54% of fragile community residents nationwide who want a greater police presence where they
live, and 29% of Americans overall. (Gallup USA)
May 30, 2019
589-590-27

4.12 Society » Crime
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AUSTRALASIA
1.4 million Australians read puzzle magazines (Click for Details)
(Australia) New research from Roy Morgan shows that leading puzzle magazines are
now read by over 1.4 million Australians aged 14+ in an average month. Leading
puzzle magazines are often closely associated with a higher circulation magazine such
as Take 5, Australian Women’s Weekly, Woman’s Day and New Idea and help to raise
the profile, and readership, of the primary magazine. (Roy Morgan)
May 31 2019
589-590-28

4.16 Society » Entertainment

World Cup a chance to reboot Australia’s love of Cricket (Click for Details)
(Australia) New research from Roy Morgan shows that over 7.2 million Australians,
equivalent to 35% of the Australian population aged 14 or older, watch at least one
form of Cricket on TV. However, although this is undoubtedly an impressive number it
does represent a decline of almost 340,000 TV Cricket viewers since March 2015 when
Australia hosted, and won, the 2015 Cricket World Cup. (Roy Morgan)
June 03 2019
589-590-29

4.15 Society » Sports

Only 5.7% of Australians say ‘Women should take care of running their homes and leave
running the country to men’ (Click for Details)
(Australia) In early 2019 a clear and increasing majority of 59.2% of Australians agree that ‘The fundamental
values of our society are under serious threat’. When it comes to who should run the country, a shrinking
minority of only 5.7% of Australians (4.6% of women and 6.9% of men) agree that ‘Women should take care
of running their homes and leave running the country to men’. As recently as mid-2012 as many as 9.1% of
Australians agreed with this view which was little changed to over twenty years ago in mid-1998 (9.5%).
(Roy Morgan)
May 27 2019
589-590-30

4.5 Society » Gender Issues

MULTI COUNTRY STUDIES
589-590-31 The countries where people are most dissatisfied with how democracy is working (Click for Details)
Across 27 nations surveyed by Pew Research Center in 2018, people were more dissatisfied than satisfied
with the way democracy is working in their country. The 12 countries most dissatisfied with their democracy
included four – Mexico, Greece, Brazil and Spain – where eight-in-ten or more were dissatisfied with the state
of democracy, and another five where six-in-ten or more expressed dissatisfaction: Tunisia, Italy, South
Africa, Argentina and Nigeria. The United States was close behind, with 58% expressing unhappiness with the
way democracy is functioning. (PEW)
May 31, 2019
1.3 Domestic Politics » Governance
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Topic of the week:
The countries where people are most
dissatisfied with how democracy is working

This page is devoted to opinions of countries whose polling activity is generally not known very widely or where a recent
topical issue requires special attention.

The countries where people are most dissatisfied with how democracy is working
Across 27 nations surveyed by Pew Research Center in 2018, people were more
dissatisfied than satisfied with the way democracy is working in their country.
This held especially true in a dozen countries where negative views of
democracy outpaced positive by more than 10 percentage points.
The 12 countries most dissatisfied with their democracy included four –
Mexico, Greece, Brazil and Spain – where eight-in-ten or more were dissatisfied with the state of democracy,
and another five where six-in-ten or more expressed dissatisfaction: Tunisia, Italy, South Africa, Argentina
and Nigeria. The United States was close behind, with 58% expressing unhappiness with the way democracy
is functioning.
People’s views of their country’s economy were strongly linked to their views of democracy. In nine of the 12
countries most dissatisfied with democracy, at least two-thirds of those who said their country’s current
economic situation is bad also were dissatisfied with democracy. (In the remaining three – Greece, Tunisia
and Brazil – so few people said the economy is good that the relationship between views of the economy and
of democracy could not be analyzed. In these countries, 90% or more of the public was unhappy with the
economy.)
Attitudes toward elected officials also often aligned with the degree to which people were satisfied or
dissatisfied with democracy. In the 12 most dissatisfied countries, majorities said the statement “elected
officials care what ordinary people think” does not describe elected officials well – a view especially common
in Greece (90%), Argentina (79%), Spain (79%) and Brazil (78%). In the U.S., 58% described their country as
one in which elected officials do not care about the people.
Political corruption was another common concern in the countries most dissatisfied with democracy.
Substantial majorities in seven of these 12 countries said the statement “most politicians are corrupt” describes
their country well – including about nine-in-ten (89%) in Greece and roughly six-in-ten or more in South
Africa (72%), Nigeria (72%), Italy (70%), the U.S. (69%), Tunisia (67%) and Argentina (63%).
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And majorities in seven of the 12 countries most dissatisfied with
democracy said that in their country, no matter who wins an election,
things do not change very much. Skepticism in elections’ ability to
change things ran highest among Greeks – 82% of whom doubted
their elections led to much change – and was also common in Tunisia
(67%), the UK (65%), Japan (62%) and South Africa (61%).
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Between 2017 and 2018, dissatisfaction with democracy grew in 14 of the 27
countries surveyed, with the largest increases in India and Germany – as well as
Brazil, where two-thirds of the public already had a negative view in 2017.
But several countries showed a decrease compared with the previous year. This was
most notable in South Korea, where dissatisfaction with democracy fell by 34
percentage points – the largest shift in either direction among countries surveyed. Over this period, President
Park Geun-hye was removed from office on corruption charges and sentenced to 24 years in prison. And
although Mexico was the most dissatisfied with democracy of countries surveyed in 2018, the share who
expressed dissatisfaction declined by 8 points from a year earlier.
Opinions of the state of democracy weren’t bleak everywhere. In eight countries surveyed, four-in-ten or
fewer said they were dissatisfied with democracy, with dissatisfaction lowest in Sweden (30%) and the
Philippines (31%).
https://www.pewresearch.org/fact-tank/2019/05/31/the-countries-where-people-are-most-dissatisfied-withhow-democracy-is-working/
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Gilani’s Gallopedia (2007-2019)
A Quantitative Analysis

A quantitative analysis of global polls monitored during the 8 year period January 2007 – January 2014

KEY STATISTICS
1-

Number of Surveys (a selection on key political and social issues): ~ 6,805 polls
during the period 2007-2014

2-

Subjects of Interest (we have made a list of 125 subjects, further grouped into 9 broad categories, namely:
Governance, Globalization (inclusive of global economic issues) Global Conflicts (conflict zones), Global
leaders (USA and Emerging powers), Global Environment, Family, Religion, and other miscellaneous

3-

Number of countries covered by one or more surveys: ~ 178
during the period 2007-2014

4-

Number polling organizations whose polls have been citied: ~ 358
during the period 2007-2014
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